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By Melinda Selmys

Our Sunday Visitor. Paperback. Condition: New. 239 pages. Real glimpses into the hearts and lives of
other people are rare. . . Columnist and author Melinda Selmys gives readers an unusual
opportunity to explore the topic of homosexuality and the Catholic Faith from a fresh, sincere
perspective. Her intensely personal reflections help clarify the misconceptions that have hindered
meaningful dialogue between Catholics and homosexuals. Transcending stereotypes and avoiding
pat sentiments, she speaks directly to every Christian who has experienced same-sex attraction or
knows someone who has. In addition to her personal story of exchanging secular lesbianism for
Catholicism and resolving her own inner conflicts, the author presents an enlightening analysis of
history, social theory, and media influence on the subject of homosexuality. She refutes much of the
clumsy theorizing and junk science common from both sides of the debate, effectively bridging
many gaps between perceptions and reality. Selmys addresses the complexities surrounding sexual
identity with pronounced compassion, adding a practical discussion of the Theology of the Body to
complete the circle from a Catholic perspective. Her ground-breaking book expertly walks the fine
line between divisiveness and platitudes. A must read for everyone who has ever felt ambiguous
about the Churchs...
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It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Tim othy Johnson DV M-- Tim othy Johnson DV M

It is really an remarkable ebook that we actually have ever read through. I actually have study and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ewell Rem pel-- Ewell Rem pel
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